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 Recruiting for…

Locum, fixed contract and permanent roles across Australia. Let us find the perfect job for you.
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  NSW, Regional

  Registered Nurse | Aged Care



          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

General Practitioner – Locum




          
            
Regional, VIC

Social Worker




          
            
Coastal, SA

Social Worker




          
            
Coastal, SA

Social Worker




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Speech Pathologist




          
            
Adelaide, SA

Registered Nurse Mental Health




          
            
NSW, Regional

Registered Nurse – Coronary Care Unit




          
            
NSW, Sydney

Consultant Psychiatrist




          
            
Regional, VIC

Locum Dentist




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Clinical Nurse – Mental Health




          
            
Hobart, TAS

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Sydney

Dentist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Contract Dentist




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Contract Dentist




          
            
Regional, VIC

Locum MRI Radiographer




          
            
Coastal, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Speech Pathologist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Occupational Therapist




          
            
Coastal, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
Regional, TAS

General Practitioner (GR or VR )




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

Registered Midwife




          
            
NSW, Sydney

VMO Consultant Psychiatrist




          
            
Coastal, WA

Occupational Therapist




          
            
NSW, Regional

Dual Registered Midwife




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Clinical Nurse Consultant




          
            
Coastal, NSW

District Medical Director Mental Health




          
            
Hobart, TAS

Occupational Health Doctor (VR or GR)




          
            
Coastal, WA

General Practitioner GR or VR




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
NT, Regional

Speech Pathologist




          
            
NSW, Sydney

Dental Assistant




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Registered Nurse – Biloela




          
            
NT, Outback

RN




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Registered Nurse Aged Care




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Registered Nurse – Kingaroy




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Registered Nurse – Visa Sponsorship




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Registered Nurse – Gympie




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Registered Nurse Aged Care




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Registered Nurse – Murwillumbah




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Registered Nurse – Tweed Heads




          
            
Hobart, TAS

Forensic Consultant Psychiatrist




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Agency Midwives and Child Health Nurses




          
            
NT, Outback

Agency Midwives and Child Health Nurses




          
            
NSW, Sydney

General Practitioner




          
            
Adelaide, SA

General Practitioner




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Occupational Therapist




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
ACT, Caberra

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Sydney

General Practitioner – DPA




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Sydney

Telehealth GP




          
            
Regional, TAS

Psychiatry Consultant – Consultation-Liaison




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP Afterhours | South Melbourne, VIC




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP | Melbourne, VIC




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP | Dandenong, VIC




          
            
NT, Outback

Remote Area Nurse




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

Consultant Psychiatrist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Consultant Psychiatrist – telehealth or on-site




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Child and Adolescent VMO Psychiatrist




          
            
Darwin, NT

GP Occupational Health | Darwin, NT




          
            
NSW, Regional

Medical and Surgical Registered Nurses




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Perth, WA

Oncology Hematology Registered Nurse




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

Occupational Therapist




          
            
NSW, Regional

Oncology Hematology Registered Nurse




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Consultant Psychiatrist – Veterans mental health




          
            
Adelaide, SA

Dental Hygienist




          
            
Adelaide, SA

Oral Health Therapist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Dentist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Oral Health Therapist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Dental Assistant




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Mental Health Clinician




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Clinical Nurse – Mental Health




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP | Fitzroy, VIC




          
            
NSW, Regional

Contract Dentist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Dentist




          
            
Regional, VIC

Locum Dentist




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Registered Nurse – Bundaberg




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Sydney

General Practitioner




          
            
ACT, Caberra

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Clinical Nurse




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

Permanent Radiographer




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner – After Hours




          
            
ACT, Caberra

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

General Practitioner




          
            
NSW, Regional

General Practitioner




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP | South Yarra, VIC




          
            
Melbourne, VIC

VR GP | Bayswater,VIC




          
            
Adelaide, SA

Occupational Health Doctor (VR or GR)




          
            
Regional, TAS

General Practitioner (GR)




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner (VR)




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner GR or VR




          
            
Hobart, TAS

General Practitioner




          
            
Hobart, TAS

General Practitioner




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Clinical Nurse Consultant




          
            
NT, Outback

Social Worker




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Registered Nurse Chemotherapy/Oncology




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Oncology Registered Nurse




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Senior Oncology Registered Nurse




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Registered Nurse | Aged Care




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Registered Nurse




          
            
QLD, Rural/ Remote

Clinical Nurse Manager – Kingaroy




          
            
Outback, WA

Child Health Nurse




          
            
Outback, WA

RN




          
            
Outback, WA

Registered Nurse




          
            
Outback, WA

Registered Nurse




          
            
Outback, WA

RN




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner | DPA & MM5 Location




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner | Occupational Health VR GP




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner | DPA Location




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner | 75% of billings




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner | VR or GR




          
            
Coastal, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

General Practitioner




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Emergency Medicine Senior




          
            
NT, Outback

Specialist




          
            
Regional, TAS

Locum FACEM




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Part-time Permanent ED Consultant




          
            
NSW, Sydney

Psychiatry VMO




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Psychiatry VMO




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Psychiatry Registrar




          
            
Coastal, NSW

VR GP | Melbourne, VIC




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner (VR or GR)




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner (VR or GR)




          
            
Perth, WA

General Practitioner (VR or GR)




          
            
Coastal, WA

Locum General Practitioner & Occupational Health VR




          
            
Coastal, WA

Locum General Practitioner (VR)




          
            
Regional, WA

Speech Pathologist




          
            
Coastal, NSW

Speech Pathologist




          
            
Brisbane, QLD

Speech Pathologist




          
            
Coastal, QLD

Occupational Therapist
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  You might be interested in…
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    Welcome to myCMR!   
 To create a better experience for all, we have been implementing a new system, MyCMR.

 Read More 


     [image: ]  
    Best Places to Work Australia  
 We are proud to announce we have been placed in the top ten Best Places to Work by the Australian Financial Review.
 Read More 
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    Children’s Hospital Foundation Partnership  
 A percentage of every placement is donated. Join us in making an impact and discover the various ways you can get involved! 
 Read More 


     [image: ]  
    Supporting Our Growing Community  
 We’re delighted to share some exciting news about the growth that’s been quietly unfolding behind the scenes at CMR!
 Read More 
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    From Us to You  
 We’re excited to offer CMR healthcare workers exclusive benefits with Kic, LSKD, Blue Light, Medibank, HelloFresh, YouFoodz and more.
 Read More 
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    Best Candidate Experience & Brand of the Year   
 There’s no award we’d rather win than one that recognises the support we give to our healthcare worker communities. 

 Read More 
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Skilled and experienced Dentists

        
Cornerstone Medical Recruitment has placed two Dentists with us over recent time. We have been very happy with the quality of the candidates put forward. The candidates have been a great fit for the role, thus avoiding the need to interview multiple people. They are engaged with the process and the opportunities they are in consideration for, are skilled and experienced Dentists that have well suited the practice culture in which they have joined. We have been very happy with the successes Cornerstone has had on the Dental recruitment side of the business and will continue to use them as we expand.



        ANDREW – CLIENT – SYDNEY
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Working tirelessly to assist me

        
Shannan has worked tirelessly to assist me with finding a short-term contract. My availabilities made it difficult for her to find a suitable clinic but she continued to persist! She provided advice regarding current certifications required for ongoing contracts and has remained affable and enthusiastic in all responses to my many requests. Her attitude is consistently professional and makes it easy to remain with Cornerstone.



        LAUREN - CANDIDATE
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The right match!

        
I approached Cornerstone after I found a job on the internet and they were very professional. When I approached them, they asked all the right questions, they wanted to know me as a person, they wanted to know my personality, they needed to make sure I would match with the employer. We spend eight hours at work, so I want to work with the right team and they did a great job with this. I am very happy where I am at the moment!



        ZAID, CANDIDATE, BRISBANE
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Delivers everything they promise

        
They made sure they understood my professional and personal needs in order to match me with the best possible position. A reliable, supportive and very professional team. Cornerstone delivers everything they promise and makes finding a position easy!



        DAFNA - CANDIDATE - SA
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They made everything fall into place

        
I was very blessed to come across Cornerstone Recruitment when I started my pursuit for a GP job. My recruitment consultant was very professional and informative. The first time I spoke with her, she interviewed me for about an hour to get a clear understanding of what my requirements were, and found me a suitable position in a perfect location which I am currently working in.



        BHARGAVI - CANDIDATE - QLD
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Quality and professionalism

        
I was very impressed with the quality and professionalism of the service. From the effort in defining the job brief, the responsiveness of the consultants, the quality of the candidates and the follow up once a candidate was successfully placed.



        MICHAEL - CLIENT - VIC
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The perfect fit!

        
The Allied Health team was excellent in assisting me to ensure the job I applied for would be the right fit. I love my new position and they made the process easy. Happy to recommend them!



        JOEL - CANDIDATE - VIC
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We couldn’t fault Cornerstone

        
We used Cornerstone to recruit an additional doctor for our practice. We couldn’t fault Cornerstone on their efficiency, communication and follow up. They kept us in the loop at all times and made sure everyone was on the same page. They were professional at all times and I wouldn’t hesitate to choose them again for any recruitment needs.



        NICOLE - CLIENT - WA
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Reliable, high quality and experienced nurses

        
Cornerstone Recruitment has provided us with honest, reliable, high quality, skilled and experienced nurses for Remote Area Clinic Placements. The individual candidates are those that I would affectionately call ‘low maintenance’ which in my off site manager’s world is a high recommendation!



        MONICA - CLIENT - WA
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Quality Candidates

        
Cornerstone Recruitment have always provided quality candidates suitable for the role. I am happy to recommend them to any practice.



        BRENDA - CLIENT - VIC
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Ticked all the boxes!

        
I used Cornerstone to find a suitable job after we moved to Brisbane from Mackay due to family reasons. I had a few restrictions so I was not able to work everywhere but within two months Sarah had found me a suitable job which ticked all the boxes. I believe that Cornerstone will try their best to find a job which suits you.



        AZMEERI - CANDIDATE - QLD
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Cornerstone take the stress out

        
As a Registrar, I don’t have a lot of time to search for that next job myself. Working with Shaun and the Cornerstone team meant that there was one less thing I needed to do. I can trust the team to find me that next step up and to always be looking for ways for me to progress my career with little stress.



        DR TURNER - CANDIDATE - MELBOURNE
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The best possible locum experience

        
I have been placed by Cornerstone on several different occasions, all around Australia. The Allied Health team are always available to assist and are committed to providing the best possible locum experience for all their staff. Cornerstone is by far the best recruitment agency I have worked with and I look forward to working with them again soon



        IAN - CANDIDATE - NSW
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Excellent service

        
I received excellent service from my Recruitment Consultant at Cornerstone, who helped me through all stages of the process and relocating to Australia. I would definitely recommend them as an agency for Doctors.



        AHAD - CANDIDATE
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First class!

        
I would like to say that my experience with Cornerstone can only be described as first class. From your first communication with me until I signed up for the job, it has all been professional, prompt and very efficient, and always done in a caring manner. Thank you.



        DR NORTH - CANDIDATE – WA
        








      
		      
    

	
	





 

 
          
Dorian is an absolute Gem 💎to Cornorstone . Her True nature of being herself shines the company with Good Reputation.Even the client manager mentioned her name once stating “ She is one of the best and easy ones to deal with “I have been in healthcare Industry over 7.5 years now and you can rarely find consultant like Dorian . She will guide you through all the obstacles and will show you the right direction whilst being assigned to the client .Thanks to the whole team & Dorian 🙂

[image: PRAJON POUDEL]
PRAJON POUDEL
12:03 19 Jul 23





I would just like to acknowledge Meg Buchanan from Cornerstone. From my first time dealing with Meg from NZ she has been absolutely amazing and cannot recommend and thank her enough for all her support. Her continued follow up in a timely manner, even checking in with the recent floods, and Christmas wishes. Her continued general manner is always friendly ,courteous and thoughtful. Nothing has ever been to much trouble. Great asset to Cornerstone. I hope they realise how lucky they are to have you. Big thanks Meg and look forward to liaising with you in the future. Mary

[image: Mary Edwards]
Mary Edwards
01:49 10 Mar 23





Reuben has been a fantastic help. Great guy to deal with and highly commend him for his efforts and customer service. Would recommend!

[image: Bayside Team]
Bayside Team
04:36 17 Feb 23





You could not find a more supportive environment. From the very top all the way through the organisation. The support i personally have received from Cornerstone, has blown me away. I have never worked for a better company & never will. When you work with a company who cares about you as a person, why would you go anywhere else.

[image: deb douthat]
deb douthat
09:35 28 Nov 22





You could not ask for a more supportive and caring agency. Dorian, Zoe and the rest of the team have been absolutely amazing for the 9 months I’ve been with them so far.I highly recommend you have a chat to one of the team members if you’ve found yourself here looking at these reviews… you won’t regret it.

[image: Tom Bruer]
Tom Bruer
01:34 13 Oct 22





I have been very impressed with the service I have received as a radiographer at cornerstone. Pearl has been my consultant and she is absolutely terrific. We are travelling full time and she found us work within a drive of where we were and most importantly finding a contract with accomodation inclusive of my partner and dog. Her service is impeccable always responding quickly and getting answers from contacts. She was a great bridging communicator between myself and the placement. I would highly recommend Cornerstone Medical Recruitment.

[image: Ashleigh Mouttet]
Ashleigh Mouttet
00:25 29 Sep 22





Working with Emily from Cornerstone made the process of pursuing locum work a much less stressful process.Couldn’t have been more impressed with the assistance she provided & the ease in discussions to find suitable roles. Would thoroughly recommend Cornerstone to anyone looking at trying their hand at locum work.

[image: Mitchell Hill]
Mitchell Hill
11:46 29 Jul 22





This is my first contract with Cornerstone, Zoe and Laura have been nothing but amazing. They check regularly and have been so supportive. I’ve received amazing feedback from the facility I’m working at as well for having such a great nurse working with them.Thank you guys so much for giving me this opportunity 🙂 Looking forward to seeing what other contracts are in store

[image: Steph Cox]
Steph Cox
01:40 29 Jul 22





I would like to say a huge thank you to Alex Short who has been nothing short of amazing in my search for locum work as an OT.  He is always quick to respond to my queries and has done an outstanding job of securing a great package for me.  This will be my first locum position with Cornerstone but will definitely not be my last.

[image: David Baxter]
David Baxter
04:03 28 Jul 22





Very quick to respond to any needs or concerns. Required interstate paperwork was made clear under timed pressure.I have been happily represented by Pearl and highly recommend her and Cornerstone to any health workers looking for locum positions.

[image: Tristan Feng]
Tristan Feng
02:51 13 Jul 22





Excellent agency.Very professional.Cares about their employeesFantastic communication skills.Respectful and understanding

[image: Mitzi Hyland]
Mitzi Hyland
06:59 28 Jun 22





Thank you so much Alex for a job well done. Alex has been outstanding from the very first day when we spoke about a new role in Allied Health. Alex was in constant communication even when he was on holidays. He was able to help me secure a job with an amazing company full of lovely people. Alex has been checking if I'm settling in okay and if there is anything he can me help with. Thank you so much Alex, your work is amazing. And also many thanks to Kim who reached out to me and helped me in my moment of indecision. You guys are amazing.

[image: Fondness Mshakarara]
Fondness Mshakarara
11:56 21 Jun 22





Emily Ou made finding my new job easy and smooth sailing. She helped me all along the way and was constantly attentive and encouraging. I cannot recommend her more highly. With her help I landed my perfect job first time. Dr Kay Hollingshead

[image: Anne Hollingshead]
Anne Hollingshead
07:51 06 Jun 22





Natalie went above and beyond to assist me in finding a suitable job that meet my needs. Would highly recommend.

[image: Alexander McDonald]
Alexander McDonald
01:24 02 Jun 22





I was reached out to by Chloe Scott regarding a position I had applied for. Chloe is an absolute cheerleader for you. I have been guided and supported by her throughout. Even though I was only able to meet the organisation's team on the day of the interview, knowing Chloe meant knowing the organisation. She knows her clients and she works from their strengths and fosters their aspirations. If you have the pleasure of working with her, you're in good hands. She'll connect with each of you uniquely and is always a phone call away.Thank you, Chloe, for your wisdom, encouragement and skills to manage timezones.

[image: aditi singhal]
aditi singhal
16:18 27 May 22





I have been dealing with cornerstone for over a yr now and they are fantastic . Nothing is to much of a problem to do . Zoe in brisbane has been the person I deal with and she is fantastic . She is kind , helpful and she will be there for you no matter what . This is very comforting as it can be daunting being in a strange place . I recommend cornerstone especially Zoe if want to do  outback and rural nursing contractsMARRISSE  Renata

[image: Marrisse Renata]
Marrisse Renata
03:48 23 May 22





Kate from Cornerstone was so friendly, helpful and efficient in helping me to find a Locum role. All of the staff were extremely helpful and made the whole process very easy. I would definitely use them again!

[image: Sasha Ryan]
Sasha Ryan
03:05 17 May 22





Natalie is an absolutely lovely person to talk to. She is very responsive, thorough and will check up on your progress regularly. I definitely recommend speaking to Natalie from Cornerstone Recruitment!

[image: Calvin]
Calvin
06:21 13 May 22





Cornerstone Medical Recruitment is an outstanding agency in facilitating temporary work placements. The agency makes the difficult process very easy and stress free with dedicated staff members. A big thank you to Natalie Blessington and Caylen Sagala. Both staff members have high levels of interpersonal skills and excellent communication skills. Furthermore, they provided support at each step of the process and were happy to literally answer any questions or address any concerns.

[image: Priya Sanhotra]
Priya Sanhotra
06:04 13 May 22





Chloe from Cornerstone helped me alot with finding a job. Been really helpful from the beginning. Would definitely recommend Cornerstone and Chloe to anyone looking for a career in Allied Health

[image: HIMA]
HIMA
03:48 13 May 22





Kate is amazing, she has found me so many employment opportunities. She is prompt at organising and following up locum roles and ensures the roles suit my location and timeframes. I could not recommend Kate or Cornerstone Recruitment enough.

[image: Larissa]
Larissa
04:22 11 May 22





Definitely recommend CMR .Kate freeman is amazing with her lovely and professional attitude .I am very pleased with their service.

[image: Fatima Taha]
Fatima Taha
03:09 09 May 22





Working with Emily from cornerstone was a pleasure from beginning to end.  She worked really hard to get the best deal and has always been supportive during the process giving her insight of the situation. Would highly recommend her for any sort of help in looking for locums or permanent position.

[image: Parampreet Singh]
Parampreet Singh
09:32 08 Apr 22





Outstanding service. Great team. But I must single out Tanja who is my consultant and she is a legend. Very impressed with working with her. Tanja goes well beyond her call of duties. She looks after her client at every step of the way. She cares about you. Well done Tanja and team!

[image: Client Client]
Client Client
11:11 21 Mar 22





Fantastic service and communication. Recruiter always giving you opportunities, keeping updated and checking up with you. So glad I was able to have a good chat with Chloe Singleton about work opportunities and secured a job. Very supportive. I’m happy with my experience!

[image: Fiona Adarne]
Fiona Adarne
11:19 19 Mar 22





I have had a fantastic experience being recruited by Chloe Scott. From start to finish Chloe has been professional, helpful and kind. It has been a pleasure working with her.

[image: Alyssa Willis]
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05:22 10 Mar 22





I had an excellent experience dealing with Natalie Blessington from Cornerstone. Natalie is very professional, thorough,  easy to communicate with, and above all she is very cheerful. I would highly recommend Natalie and Cornerstone to any of my colleagues looking for good candidates. Dr Akram Youssef

[image: MNC Dental Centre]
MNC Dental Centre
05:53 22 Feb 22





Meg is amazing always manages to find great locations for me.I am about to contact her easily and she checks in to see how the placement is so really good support. I would recommend Meg or Cornerstone, they are great and supportive.

[image: Rowena Bellwood]
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This is first contract with cornerstone .. Meg is great always gets back to you quickly an finds the answers for you ..

[image: Salina Woolley]
Salina Woolley
03:18 08 Feb 22





What an amazing organisation made it quick and easy to apply, interview and commence work. Staff were beyond helpful highly recommend

[image: Emily Meade]
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06:30 04 Feb 22





Fantastic organisation.  Always professional and knowledgeable.  I was respected and always informed in regards to suitable vacancies. I felt well looked after by my consultant Chloe Scott.

[image: Merridee Lee Hong]
Merridee Lee Hong
23:58 03 Feb 22





I have many great experiences since being with Cornerstone. I feel very welcomed and so happy to be part of a successful company.

[image: Leanne Ward]
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Recently recruited by Cornerstone so far has been a great experience very supportive staff and responsive to feedback. Dorian from Cornerstone had made the transition and application process very easy, she has been very supportive throughout my journey working with Cornerstone. I have worked with a few different agencies as a nurse, Cornerstone Medical Recruitment Consultant Dorian always went above and beyond to ensure I had a smooth transition with me settling in.I happily recommend Dorian from Cornerstone to anyone who is seeking  to work with Cornerstone.

[image: Aushmun Kaur]
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Cornerstone Medical recruitment facilitated an outstanding result for me. Chloe Scott, Lead Consultant, was a fabulous support helping me work through significant limitations regarding border issues and other personal issues. She was professional, understanding and willing to negotiate on my behalf; her communication was wonderful, always timely and thoroughly helpful. Overall, a difficult situation was made bearable, stress free, and with a fabulous outcome - thank you Chloe (Cornerstone)!
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[image: David Dwyer]
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A bit of necessary paperwork to get started and established. Easy for some if you are good with facebook, or phone Apps. Staff helpful and supportive, and follow-up checks regularly. Once set up, an easy process. Placement good. You will get out of it all what you put in. Will continue with Cornerstone after latest contract.read more

[image: Amelia McLarnon]
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Cornerstone are an amazing Agency to work for.Staff are helpful caring.Loved being placed with Emerald awesome staff great place to work with caring colleagues.Thank you for your commitment integrity heart and support when needed. Amelia McLarnon You rock🥇🎈🎊read more

[image: Ashlee Dodd]
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First time working with Cornerstone and had a very positive experience. Communication was fantastic and my physiotherapy employment was organised very quickly. Faye who helped me through the process was warm and understanding with any requests I had. Highly recommend.read more

[image: Bodik ko]
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Staff honest and straight forward, easy and fast communication. They always check on you when you’re in a placement, and pay rate is great! Enjoyed working with Cornerstone! Rosie is so nice and helpful! Looking forward for new year, another placement! 🙂read more
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Staff honest and straight forward, easy and fast communication. They always check on you when you’re in a placement, and pay rate is great! Enjoyed working with Cornerstone! Rosie is so nice and helpful! Looking forward for new year, another placement! 🙂read more

[image: John Flynn]
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I was offered a locum position at short notice and upon accepting the position all documentation was completed quickly and efficiently and my air tickets arrived soon after. The staff member was very courteous and nothing was too much trouble for her, even though she had to work a lot of overtime to complete the task.read more
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I was offered a locum position at short notice and upon accepting the position all documentation was completed quickly and efficiently and my air tickets arrived soon after. The staff member was very courteous and nothing was too much trouble for her, even though she had to work a lot of overtime to complete the task.read more

[image: akash rana]
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Had a wonderful and prompt experience with cornerstone med recruitment. The entire process was smooth and without any dramas. I really appreciate the prompt and professional behaviour of the recruiter and would recommend Neri Thomas and Emily Boulton to all my professional colleagues and friends.Thank you so much guys for the seamless and professional service. All the very best and do keep it up !read more

[image: Jacqui Armstrong]
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Great team for recruiting GP's.  As a busy Practice Managing Director I am so pleased Aoife and Georgia take away all the hassle involved in selecting suitable candidates and then following through with relevant paperwork and general advice to ensure a good transition.  The best recruitment company I have used so far, not pushy or unrealistic, just hardworking ladies who are very pleasant to work with, thank you!read more

[image: Frankie]
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Brett Hawker from Cornerstone Medical Recruitment is an absolute gun at his job and all round top bloke. As an allied health professional seeking employment, he went above and beyond to represent me. Highly recommend him. Thanks mate!read more

[image: GENEEN LYNCH REYNA]
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Many thanks to Faye Gionnotti and Cornerstone recruitment for facilitating my placement in Broken Hill. Your attention to detail, enthusiasm, support, follow through and advocacy were very much appreciated. You have made a long standing dream come true which was to find a role that was a calling and a team of people that are extraordinary to work with. Thanks again for helping to make this happen!read more
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Shannon Dubec..... you rock! Very caring, friendly, professional and down to earth. Very much there for you as a person. Would highly recommend Cornerstone Medical Recruitment.!!read more

[image: Patricia Hopkins]
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I have had positive experiences and great support from working with Cornerstone. The roles have been matched well to my skill set and I have been accommodated with all my requirements relating to length of contracts, location and salary. Working with Jess has been a pleasure and great I would recommend to anyone looking to agency to try Cornerstone.read more
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My recruiter was with me every step of the way. Even during the few “hiccups” after I arrived at my placement. They went above and beyond. Amazing staff who are clearly dedicated to making it a smooth and enjoyable experience for all involved. I can’t wait to get to my next placement in the new year...😊🙌🏼read more
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Becki from Cornerstone found me a job in rural Australia within a couple of weeks. She was easy to contact and answered all of my questions in a timely manner. She continued  to check that I was happy with my placement once I had started. I found her to be a pleasure to work with.read more
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Jared has been great to work with! Couldn't recommend him high enough. Was timely and has great communication skills. Definitely consider him as your recruitment specialist!read more
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Fantastic staff who are responsive, supportive and caring! Great job Jordan from Allied Health! 🙏😊read more
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Sarah - GP team has been amazing to work with.  I have been lucky to work with her for numerous clinic needs and she is excellent every time.  Always so helpful and happy.read more
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Hi I'm a newly registered mental health nurse and I've just started a contract through Cornerstone recruitment. Shannen Dabek has helped and assisted in making an opening in my new speciality within mental health come true!!! I would highly recommend Shannen, her bubbly and vibrant effervescent attitude is welcoming and she has been nothing short of outstanding in all of her help getting me prepared for my outback stint..thankyou Shannen Dabek you're beautiful. Xx Naomi Rayner,  Perth WA.read more
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Cornerstone Medical Recruitment are a very professional company and I would recommend any health professional to register with them.My consultant Shannan was outstanding found me a choice position advocated for a fair wage and supported me through out the transition.Great support also given on arrival to new contract thorough follow up.Support financially given for travel.I will be using this company again in the future.G.Webber RNread more
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Fantastic employer / Allied Health locum hire company. Timely communication and organised policies and procedures. Will definitely seek them in future if required. Especially Jordan - a big thumbs up 👍read more

[image: Ahmed Eltaib]
Ahmed Eltaib04:30 27 Jul 18



I’ve had the pleasure of dealing with Nathaniel who was terrific! He was very professional, helpful and attentive to my requirements as well as being very sociable and just pleasant.I would be very happy to deal with your company again and truly look forward to it.read more
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Get to know us better. Follow our socials.
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Cornerstone Medical Recruitment acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of country throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respects to Elders past and present. 
	© 2020 Cornerstone Medical Recruitment
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                        	Join Us!

Let’s make a difference together

	Name* 

	Phone number* 

	Email*
                            
                        

	Job Title* 

	Specialty*Speciality
Employer
Nursing - Acute Care
Nursing - Mental Health
Nursing - Aged Care
Nursing - Private Practice
Midwifery
Social Care & Psychology
Medical Admin
GP
GP VMO
Hospital Doctors & Specialists
Allied Health
Medical Imaging
Dental
Other



	How did you hear about us?*How did you hear about us?
Google
Referral
Word of Mouth
Social Media
Conference/Event
CRANA
Facebook advertising
Other



	Referred by* 

	Others* 

	Hidden
1 + 3 + 8 = ?* 

	Hidden
Employer section

	Looking for*Looking for
Dental Assistant
Dentist
General Practitioner
Medical Specialist
Midwife
Nurse
OHT/ Hygienist/ Therapist
Physio/ OT
Podiatrist
Psychologist/ Social Worker
Speechie



	Location*Location
ACT
--Caberra
--Canberra
NSW
--Coastal
--Regional
--Rural/ Remote
--Sydney
NT
--Darwin
--Outback
--Regional
QLD
--Brisbane
--Coastal
--Islands
--Rural/ Remote
SA
--Adelaide
--Coastal
--Regional
TAS
--Hobart
--Regional
VIC
--Coastal
--Melbourne
--Regional
WA
--Coastal
--Outback
--Perth
--Regional
--Rural



	Hidden
Candidate section

	Hidden
What matters most*What matters most to me?
Salary
Location
Work life balance
Career progression
The job itself



	Hidden
Dream location*My dream location?
In the city
In the country
By the beach
In the outback



	Hidden
Recruitment Consultant section

	Hidden
Submit section

	*	
								
								I accept the privacy policy and privacy collection policy
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